Chalets 1
All Ice Lapland Oy

Ylläs

Your are warmly welcome to enjoy a carefree
holiday and a wide variety of services of the Sports
Resort Ylläs.
Ylläs has the best slopes for downhill skiing, cross
country ski tracks and trekking routes, and the
seasonally changing, amazing nature of Lapland.
Our Ski in – Ski out Chalets apartments are
comfortably decorated and fully equipped – ready
made for You.
The apartments are connected to the Holiday Club
Ylläs Saga via an indoor corridor, and during Your
stay you may visit an á la carte restaurant, a spa
with steam baths, pools and a Jacuzzi, a gym,
massage and physiotherapy services, a variety of
therapeutic baths and beauticians’ services.
Each apartment has its own equipment storage and
a shared maintenance room at the ground floor of
the building. The slopes and the cross-country ski
tracks are available just of the main entrance.

All Ice Lapland Oy

Both apartments are furnished with a pleasant
stay at mind. Should you wish to prepare your own
meals, the apartments’ kitchens are fully equipped.
Additionally, there are a variety of restaurants at
the resort area within a walking distance.
Both apartments have ready-made beds with
feather duvets and satin sheets, towels, paper
materials and washing up agents. Each kitchen has
a generous set of tableware, as well as appropriate
tableware for preparing and serving meals; a coffee
maker, a kettle, a toaster, a microwave oven, a
stove and an oven, a fridge/freezer, a dishwasher
and a drying cabinet.
A 201 62 m2 4+2 person
This apartment has a living room, a sauna, 2x
toilet, and two bedrooms, with beds for four people.
Additionally two beds can be made of the convertible
sofa of the living room. This apartment also has a
drying washing machine.
A 306 43 m3 2+2 person
This apartment has a living room, a sauna, a toilet
and a bedroom with beds for two people. Additionally
two beds can be made of the convertible sofa of the
living room.
Please do contact me so that we can plan out a
comfortable holiday for You!
Welcome to Ylläs!
Anna-Liisa Lindström
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